Abstract
) 35 . The gRNA with the highest activity (gRNA1) was selected for all 134 subsequent genome editing experiments (Fig. 1b) Rosa26 sequences next to the gRNA1 target site (Fig. 1c) unsorted cells (Fig. 1f) . regions of different lengths before and after sorting of GFP + cells ( Fig. 3a and b) .
256
Antigen binding did not vary significantly with extracellular linker length, indicating that 257 the composition of the spacer does not affect the surface expression in these cases.
258
Detection of the Flag tag in GFP + bulk-sorted cells still was not improved after 259 modifying the length of the spacer (Fig. 3c) (Fig. 4a) . HC9-cells were transfected with both constructs as previously to CBCR-CD79a, which was however higher compared to previous constructs without 303 intracellular signaling units (Fig. 3e, upper row) . This suggests that improved 304 expression or cell-surface transport for the CBCR variant occurs when incorporating 305 the CD79b signaling domain (Fig. 4b) . This higher CBCR expression was consistent 306 across several selected single-cell clones (Fig. 4c, right) , while GFP expression was 307 comparable, but intensity was slightly increased for CBCR-CD79b expressing cells 308 (Fig. 4c, left) . Genomic PCR analysis using primers p7 and p8 verified precise 309 integration of the GFP-CBCR-CD79b cassette into the Rosa26 locus in one of the 310 selected single-cell clones (Fig. 4d and e) . Conclusively, incorporation of a signaling 311 domain did not interfere with CBCR surface expression. ( Fig. 5a, c) only a minor level of expansion. (Fig. 5b) Fig. 5f and g ). We observed only minor loss in high background of episomal expression (Fig. 5f) vitro culture (Fig. 5g) CBCR cassette into the Rosa26 locus (Fig. 6c, S4b) . Taken (Fig. 2b, 3e, S4 We tested a series of linker sequences, however and did not observe any effect on 504 surface expression (Fig. 3) . In contrast, we found that the transmembrane domain 505 affected surface expression implying that the transmembrane region also has the 506 capacity to provide stability to the CBCR (Fig. 2, 3 (Fig. 4, 6 ). Previous work suggested that CD79a and CD79b are independently in accordance with this previous work (Fig. 4, 6 ). Notably, the AAV format caused a relatively high background of gene expression from 542 episomal retention of DNA (Fig. 5f, g ). 
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